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High school dxd hero gasper



See the source of Share I'm a Servant Devil Rias Gremori-sama! Bishop, Gasper! - Gasper to Lord Vladi, Volume 16, Gasper Balor Light Roman DxD HERO DxD Season 2-3 Reincarnated Devil Former Dhampir Gya-suke (by Issei) Gaspy (Koneko Toujou)Gasper Balor Cardboard Vampire (by Issei)
Vampire-in-Box (by Issei) Cardboard Box vampire God (used in the oppai Dragon show) Aeon BalorMagic DarknessBats Lord Vladi (Father) The unnamed mother of a man † The Unnamed Half of The Brothers and Sisters of the High Class Devil Bishop (Independent) Ayan Sakura (Japanese Alison
Victorin (English) Gasper Vladi is one of the main characters of the High School DxD. He is a cross-dressing man Dhampir, half vampire half-man who has the ability to stop time and Rias is the first bishop. Since his powers were uncontrollable before the series, he was sealed at the Rias Academy and
not seen again until volume 4 light novels. He is a second-year high school student at Kuo Academy, along with Koneko and Ravel. He is the owner of one of the five newly exhibited Longinus: Aeon Balor, which evolved from Sacred Gear: Forbidden Balor species. Gasper's appearance is an
androgynous look of a man with platinum blond hair and pinkish-purple eyes. His hair is styled into a short bob cut with a few small fringes on his forehead, and he pointed his ears. Kiba describes him as looking like a beautiful girl. Unlike the rest of the Kuo Academy boys, who wear boys' uniforms,
Gasper wears a Kuoh Academy school uniform with high-wear thighs, creating a zettai roiki (Japanese for absolute territory). The personality is initially a coward and closed in with a very shy personality, Gasper likes to wear women's clothing, claiming that the girls' clothes are cute. He also has a
penchant for boxes, having one with him all the time. When Isay tried to give Gasper confidence, the first gave Gasper a paper bag to put on the latter's face. However, Issei comments that whenever Gasper puts on a paper bag, the latter looks like a molester. As the series continues, with the support of
Issei and the Gremory group, Gasper begins to gain confidence and courage. If necessary, Gasper demonstrated the ability to snupce his timid nature and speak like a human being. He repeatedly showed extreme courage and loyalty, driving so far that he was beaten unconscious in defense of his
weakened comrades. Gasper Balor When using the Forbidden Invasion of the Balor Beast, Gasper takes a very different personality. Because of the influence of Balor's personality, this creature is both Gasper is not yet his, and as Balor is not yet Balor. In this form, Gasper is clearly more aggressive to go
with his powers, having the darkness to devour his opponents with either indifference or sheer malice, however, he admits that he will never hurt his friends and still to the extent he he them as such. He still respectfully calls Isei his Senpa and destroys his enemies if they harm his comrades, such as
Isaiah or Valerie. Gasper's own poor feelings towards purebred vampires are also translucent, with him brave enough to show his power against him, before proving that he far superior to them and eats them. The story of Gasper was born between the vampire lord Vladi and the human mother; the last of
them died shortly after the birth of Gasper, who was born as a mass of darkness that accidentally cursed his mother and several servants to death. Between the incredible fear of Gasper's true form from the high ups, his uncontrollable Sacred Gear Forbidden Balor View, and the common prejudices of
humans towards half the breed, Gasper grew into isolation and abuse. He dated Valerie Tepes, and they often played together; Valerie makes Gasper dress like a girl, which will lead to his habit of dressing. One day, Gasper plucked up the courage to try to escape from the castle with the help of Valerie,
and was soon killed by vampire hunters. Rias Grenori, who was in the area at the time, accidentally bumped into the boy and took pity on him, re-ingling him into one of his servants, using her Bishop Mutation Piece. When Rias moved to Japan and took over with 5,000 of her servants, she was forced to
keep Gasper in a sealed room on the ground floor of the Occult Research Club to curb his power. While Gasper was given the choice to be able to leave at night, due to the circumstances of his past, he developed severe agoraphobia, so he decided to remain sealed forever. The power and ability of the
Demonic Force: Gasper has all the strength and ability common to the devils, including the power to cast spells. Magical Talent: Befitting his status as a bishop, Gasper is shown to have skills and knowledge in magic, excelling in human magic used by magicians. Gasper has knowledge of the deactivation
of curses, as shown when he healed Xenovia during a ranking game against Cyraorg, and he can also quickly create a defense-type of magic laps. Dhampir Physiology: Being a Dhampir, as well as one with rare vampire abilities, Gasper has the ability to control bats and turn into a herd of them, usually
using them for exploration. Thanks to his human half, Gasper is immune to the overall weaknesses of the vampire, but still feels some discomfort from them. Daywalker: Because of what Dhampir, Gasper is also a Daywalker, allowing him to survive contact with sunlight. Blood consumption: Gasper can
absorb the strength of others by drinking their blood, as shown when he drank Isei's blood in Volume 4, using the power of the Isei Dragon to boost his own. Manipulating darkness: Gasper can also manipulate shadows and darkness, although it was difficult for him to control them adequately. This has
changed as Volume 24, being able to freely expand and and his shadow. Gasper has shown the ability to change the shape of his shadow in accordance with several goals, such as tentacles, which can bind his opponents, seemingly on their own will. Master of Hands in The Hands of a Combatant:
Gasper was initially unskilled in combat until he received the Forbidden Invade Balor Beast form, after which he began to perform arm-fighting training. His fighting style is strongly influenced by Isaiah, charging into the fight in the head in a similar way. However, Gasper can gain an advantage in combat
by capturing or capturing his opponents with his darkness before or during combat. In Volume 18, Gasper's skills were shown to have improved significantly, allowing him to defeat many massive Evil Dragons in quick succession. Gasper showed the ability to perform a partial conversion of Balor on his
limbs to effectively fight even in his base form, being able to hold his own against Ouryuu during a training spar. Huge durability: Gasper has shown a great tolerance for damage and pain by revealing punches from Ladora Boone in the shape of a dragon. In Volume 14, Gasper withstood beatings from the
Magicians. In Volume 24, he was shown to be able to withstand blows from Ouryuu Miciri in his Dragon Man uniform. Flight: Being the devil, Gasper can fly using his wings. Gasper's equipment, using his Sacred Gear Forbidden Balor View (停⽌世界邪眼フォビドウ バロ, ビュ, Phoebedun Baryu Bye):
Also known as the Evil Eye that stops the world. Gasper's sacred transmission, which has the ability to stop the time of anything in his field of view. After drinking Isei's blood, Gasper's control over his vampire power increases and allows him to use his power with the eyes of bats. It was later revealed that
the Irish Evil God, Balor, was part of his consciousness attached to Gasper's Sacred Gear because of sephiroth Grahame Valerie's influence, losing his divinity but allowing Gasper to use his power through his Forbidden Invasion of the Beast's Balor. In Volume 25, it was revealed that Gasper's Forbidden
Balor View was officially recognized as one of the five recently manifested By Longinus and subsequently renamed Aeon Balor (時空を⽀配する邪眼王アオ バロ, Ayon Bareru), also known as the Evil-Eyed King, which dominates space and time. Forbidden Invasion of the Balor Beast (禁夜と真闇たりし翳
朔獣フォビトゥヴェド バロ ザ ビト, Febytun Inuedo Bararu zazudo): Also known as the Master of the Shadow Beast of the Forbidden Night and True Darkness. Gasper Ex Side Balance Breaker. First used in Volume 12, it creates a huge amount of darkness that can absorb the entire city and devour
everything (including the fog created by the Lost Dimension of George), as well as covering Gasper's body and turning it into monster with the head of a dragon, hands with claws and wings growing from the back. While this large area of darkness is active, Gasper can generate twisted monsters out of
him to attack opponents as well as a few eyes through which he can use the Forbidden Balor View to stop multiple targets at the same time. His darkness also showed the ability to infect wounds and prevent regeneration as severe as Longin's disease: Sephiroth Graal. The forbidden invasion of the Balor
Beast is considered a balance breaker yet different from one at the same time, and its strength has the potential to make Gasper's Forbidden Balor View the 14th Longinus Class Sacred Gear. In Volume 24, Gasper was able to send a few Grim Reapers flying even with his partial Conversion Balor.
Sacred Gear Scanner: A scanner that can tell the type, ability and weakness of Sacred Gear. Azazelle gives one to Gasper before small-scale attacks by the Heroes faction. The quotes 《All of you must be killed. I even devour your souls.》 (Volume 16) I will kill you.........! I WILL KILL ALL OF YOU
UNTIL NONE OF YOU STAY.........! (Volume 12 Life -1) Birthday of Trivia Gasper - March 14; Also known in Japan as White Day. Gasper is 150 cm (4 feet 11 inches) tall and weighs 40 kg. (88 lbs.), according to a visual book with his data; this makes him the shortest male character in the series to date.
Gasper's surname is a reference to Vlad Teps, the source of inspiration for Dracula. Since Gasper is originally from Romania, his citizenship is Romanian. In the types of rating games, Gasper is considered a type of support close to the Technique type. After unlocking the Forbidden Invade Balor Beast, it
became a power-type. Gasper is good at developing computers. Gasper has the most success with accepting contracts from any of Rias' Peerage using his computer. Gasper plays the vampire god Danballパア神ボヴァ ダ in the film Oppay the Dragon. Gasper's status as Hikikomori, or recluse, seems to
stem from severe agoraphobia, most likely due to constant neglect on the part of his family. Gasper likes to do anime and video game review on DeviTube under a pseudonym. He also edits Koneko's video. One day Gasper hid in a box and asked Isaiah to leave him alone because he was a snake; this is
a reference to the box in the Metal Gear series. After his promotion to the High-class Devil, Gasper decided to accept an offer to provide his own evil figures. When Gasper was hit by a gender-swap Raygun Azazel, his appearance remained the same; he just lost something important. Koneko calls it
Gaspy's dub. His surname, Vladi, was incorrectly translated as Bloody in Funimation dub. Gasper's name is written as Gaspar in the English translation of the manga. Community Content Links available CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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